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Critical, Delicate Issue of Eating Disorders Addressed in EAT (IT’S NOT ABOUT FOOD) 
Linda Daugherty’s play presented with support from community partner the Elisa Project during 

National Eating Disorder Awareness Month 
February 10 – February 19, 2017 

 
The Dallas Children’s Theater (DCT) Teen Scene Players will present EAT (IT’S NOT ABOUT FOOD) by 
Linda Daugherty February 10 – February 19, 2017 in the intimate Studio Theater at the Rosewood 
Center for Family Arts. This daring, darkly humorous production had its original premiere at DCT in 2008 
and with one million Texas youth showing prevalence toward eating disorders, the issue is no less 
prevalent today.    

EAT (It's Not About Food) dramatizes and decodes the baffling world of eating disorders in boys and girls 
through a series of scenes ranging from realistic to satirical to humorous. Candidly exploring causes and 
warning signs, playwright Linda Daugherty takes a hard look at how society and the media influence self-
identity. In EAT (It's Not About Food), we see individual stories of young people struggling with this 
epidemic, and all too often tragic problem. Follow the difficult journey of 14-year-old Amy, whose 
struggle to recover from an eating disorder leads to hospitalization, affecting her family and friends. Join 
us and experts from the Dallas community in a post-show discussion about ways to help our young 
people deal with these very real challenges.  

EAT follows several young men and women through their lives and the specific characteristics that lead 
to dangerously unhealthy eating habits.  The play speaks to misconceptions when one hears, “eating 
disorder,” as the idea of a stubborn teenager who just needs to eat something or exercise some self-
control comes to mind. Daugherty’s play is not just about bringing awareness to the issue, it’s revelatory 
in the depth of information and the experiences our young people are facing.  
 
The Elisa Project here in Dallas was established by the family of Elisa McCall who lost her life as the 
result of an eating disorder. The Elisa Project’s Executive Director Kim Martinez is serving as an 
invaluable community partner and resource as we prepare for our production, and for our audiences. 
Experts in eating disorders will be available at each performance to provide information, and offer help 
when it is desired.  
 
Eating disorders have the highest mortality of all other mental illnesses combined. The death rate 
of anorexia nervosa is 12 times higher than the rate associated with all causes of death of females 15-24 
years old. February is National Eating Disorders Awareness Month, and Martinez explains, “The Elisa 
Project campaign for the next few years will be to shine a light on eating disorders, helping adults 
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recognize signs and symptoms. Our mission is always education and advocacy, and part of that is 
teaching friends and family how to communicate with sensitivity and knowledge.” The Elisa Project does 
not advocate food restrictions, as she agrees with Daugherty that “It’s not about food,” and this play is 
great way to get the conversation started for some and to keep it going for others still trying to find their 
way.  I would encourage parents of children ages 0 on up to become familiar with the signs early.” 

 
EAT (IT’S NOT ABOUT FOOD) has a short run from February 10-19 in the intimate Studio Theater with 
limited seating. Please join DCT in facing the issue of eating disorders with the help of The Elisa Project 
and other community experts. Please be advised this show is not recommended for children under 12. 
For tickets or more information visit dct.org. 
 
Dallas Children’s Theater and the Elisa Project care about your health. The content in this production is 
educational for those without eating disorders, but may be triggering for someone with or in 
early recovery from an eating disorder. 
 
This production is supported by The Hersh Foundation, Thomas and Diana Klein and The Texas 
Commission on the Arts. 
 
EAT (IT’S NOT ABOUT FOOD) 
By Linda Daugherty 
January 20 – February 26, 2017 
 
Not recommended for children under 12 
 
Cast 

- Lauren Cargill, Waitress, Inappropriate Mom   
- Emily McDougal, Amy’s Mom     
- Mimi Simons, Amy      
- Claudia Smith, Dr. Ellison    
- Megan Bret, Coach    
- Ollin Barraza, Joey     
- Hannah Moore, Teen Girl    
- Kylie Stallings, Teen Girl    
- Elizabeth Drake, TV Actress, Competition Mom   
- Alexandra Everbach, Mirror Girl, Therapist    
- EmmaMerie Smith, Emily    
- Ruby Long, Amanda   
- Zoe Gameros, Terri     
- Hannah Bambach, If Girl    
- Harrison Siegel, Wrestler, Raymond  
- Skyla Sternberg, Inappropriate Mom, Diet Mom, TV Commercial     
- Peter Sanchez, Amy’s Dad, Coach    
- Grace Woodmansee, Calorie Woman     
- Georgia Rose, Angry Teen, Dancer, Teen 
- Isaac Garcia, Commercial Man, Orderly, Wrestler’s Friend 
- Andrea Cossum, Dancer    
- Lainey Brown, Dancer’s Dancer   
- Annabelle Bragalone, Therapist, Inappropriate Mom    



- Paige Bowman, Lisa     
- Dylan Williams, Jamie     

 
Production Team 

- Director, Nancy Schaeffer 
- Scenic Designer, H. Bart McGeehon 
- Lighting Designer, Linda Blasé 
- Sound Designer, Marco Salinas 
- Costume Designer, Samantha Porter 
- Scenic Artist, Brian Longworth 
- Stage Manager, Amanda Bishop 
- Assistant Stage Manager, Alex Montoya 
- Production Intern, Haley Price 

 
Performance Dates and Times 

- Friday, February 10, 7:30 PM 
- Saturday, February 11, 7:30 PM 
- Sunday, February 12, 1:30 PM; 4:30 PM 
- Friday, February 17, 7:30 PM 
- Saturday, February 18, 7:30 PM 
- Sunday, February 19, 1:30 PM; 4:30 PM 

 
Ticket Prices: $16 for youth and adult 
 
Weekday Student Matinee shows also available Tuesdays through Fridays.  Please call ArtReach Booking 
at 214-219-2049. 
 
Dallas Children’s Theater 
Rosewood Center for Family Arts 
5938 Skillman Street 
Dallas, Texas 75231 
 
About Dallas Children’s Theater  
 
Dallas Children’s Theater features professional actors performing for an annual audience of 250,000 
young people and their families through mainstage productions (12 in the 2016-17season), a national 
touring company, and an arts-in-education program.  As the only major organization in Dallas focusing 
solely on youth and family theater, DCT builds bridges of understanding between generations and 
cultures, instilling an early appreciation of literature, art and the performing arts in tomorrow’s artists 
and patrons. 
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